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STEP INTO Astronomy
LESSON PREP
BEFORE YOU BEGIN 
Prepare for your virtual reality adventure with our tips and guidelines.
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SET-UP TIPS
1.    Google Expeditions is a 360-degree experience. The only way students 

will be able to view the entire scene is by standing and rotating in a 
full circle while wearing their headsets. Make sure the classroom is 
prepped for this movement. NOTE: For safety, students should not 
walk around the room while using the consoles.

2.    The first time that you use new technology in a lesson will always 
take longer than planned, but it will get easier as you and the students 
become familiar. If you’re new to bringing VR technology into  
your lessons, visit edut.to/2kbkBQS for some great tips to help you  
get started.

3.    Review each Expedition carefully before class so that you are prepared 
to answer any student questions.

NAVIGATION TIPS
EXPEDITION DETAILS
When you open an Expedition, you will see a white box with a gray bar  
on the right side. You can scroll within this box to read more and click  
on the details within the gray bar. Follow the arrows to find the pop-up 
detail boxes.

RETURN HOME 
Return to the home screen by clicking the camera and then the house icon.

MAIN NAVIGATION 
Point your viewer down and a navigation box will pop up. The tools in this 
section include:
®  Arrows: Scroll between different sections (or “scenes”) of an Expedition.
®  Camera: Navigate to a menu of all the sections of an Expedition.
®  “I”: This opens and closes the text boxes.
®  Sound: Turns the sound on/off.

Google Expedition Solar System
What Is the Solar System?
®  The Milky Way
®  The Sun
®  Mercury
®  Venus
®  Earth
®  Mars
®  Jupiter
®  Saturn
®  Uranus
®  Neptune

Solar Formation Part 1
®  Molecular Cloud
®  Birth of a Star

Solar Formation Part 2
® Star Ignited
® Planetary Formation
® Asteroids

Solar System Orbits
® The Path
® The Inner Planets
® The Outer Planets
® The Need for Speed

Asteroid Belt, Kuiper Belt, and 
Oort Cloud
® The Four Largest Belts
® Kuiper Belt
® Oort Cloud

GOOGLE EXPEDITIONS
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INSTRUCTIONS
DAY ONE
ENGAGE (10 minutes)
1.    Begin with the following demonstration: Ask 

four students to hold a pillowcase or sheet 
tightly between them (one at each corner). 
A similar demonstration can be seen here: 
bit.ly/2IhEK4i. Take the large weight or ball 
and place it in the middle of the pillowcase 
(the pillowcase should sag). Explain that 
this weight represents the mass of our sun. 
Students may know that the mass of the 
sun exerts gravitational force on the other 
objects in our solar system. Explain that 
gravity is not actually a force but a “bending” 
of space-time that works the same way as 
the weight of the ball on the fabric. Mass 
creates curves in the fabric of space-time. 
These curves are three-dimensional around 
the object and create what we call gravity. 
More mass will cause deeper bending. Less 
mass will cause less bending.

    Now place eight marbles on the edge of the 
sheet and let them go. All eight should zoom 
into the indentation due to the sagging 
caused by the weight of the “sun.” Ask 
students: If the sun is so massive, why don’t 
the planets in our solar system fall into  
the sun?

2.    Explain that the class will now begin a two-
day investigation to find out the answer. 

EXPLORE (35 minutes)
3.    Separate students into 10 groups of two 

to three students each. Distribute the 
Astronomer’s Journal activity sheet and 
the VR consoles. One group member 
should view the first scene of the Google 
Expedition (“What Is the Solar System?”), 
describing what he or she sees so the 
other teammates can take notes. After four 
minutes, the console should be passed to 
the next team member to do the same for 
the scene called “Solar Formation Part 1.” 
Repeat until all of the following scenes have 
been viewed. (Allow four minutes per scene.)

    ®  What Is the Solar System?
    ®  Solar Formation Part 1
    ®  Solar Formation Part 2
    ®  Solar System Orbits
    ®  Asteroid Belt, Kuiper Belt, and Oort Cloud
4.    Regroup and discuss. Make sure that 

students noted the following key pieces of 
information from the Expedition:

    ®  The sun is 99% of the solar system’s mass. 
It is so heavy that it pulls all the other 
objects in the solar system toward it.

    ®  Newton’s law of universal gravitation 
states that all objects, no matter how 
small, have a gravitational field.

    ®  The sun started as a ball of gas and dust 
that collapsed under the weight of its 
own gravity and ignited through nuclear 
fusion. The planets, asteroids, and other 
parts of our solar system are the parts of 
this gas and dust ball that did not spiral 
into the sun but instead began to orbit it.

    ®  Over time, the orbiting debris gravitated 
together to become planets, asteroids, 
and other objects.

    ®  Orbit (in space) is the gravitational pull  
of one large body over another.

    ®  The closer a planet is to the sun, the  
faster it needs to travel in order to 
maintain its orbit.

DAY TWO
EXPLAIN (15 minutes)
1.    Remind students of their investigation from 

Day One. Ask them to share their ideas for 
how the planets and other celestial objects 
remain in their orbits. 

2.    Explain that Isaac Newton’s law of universal 
gravitation states that every particle in 
the universe attracts every other particle. 
The greater the mass, the greater the 
gravitational exertion. Therefore, larger 
objects, like our sun, pull smaller objects 
toward them. However, when larger objects  
(like planets, asteroids, and comets) exert 
their own gravitational power on the sun, 
they can achieve a balance. They don’t  
have enough mass to pull away from the 
sun, but they have enough mass to avoid 
spiraling into it. 

ELABORATE AND EVALUATE (30 minutes)
3.    Ask students to open the PhET Simulation: 

Gravity and Orbits (bit.ly/2GDAYjN). Using 
the “model” tool, students will continue 
exploring the effect of mass on the 
relationship between the sun and  
orbiting objects. 

4.    Instruct students to run the following 
scenarios using PhET. They should draw 
what they see, describe what happened, 
and explain why they think it happened. 
Remind students to use all the tools 
in the simulation to provide detail for 
their answers (e.g., the number of days, 
gravitational force, velocity, and path).

    ®  Star Mass = 0.5 of our Sun;  
Planet Mass = Earth

    ®  Star Mass = Our Sun;  
Planet Mass = 0.5 of Earth

    ®  What star and planet mass would  
cause a planet to spiral into a star?

FINAL PROJECT
Discuss what students discovered throughout 
this investigation. Ask them to apply 
their knowledge to develop a model that 
demonstrates the answer to the question: 
How are moons orbiting planets? Models can 
be kinesthetic demonstrations or 3D models. 
Students can work in pairs, small groups,  
or two large groups to create their models. 
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GRAVITY & THE SOLAR SYSTEM 
KEY QUESTIONS 
What is gravity?  
How does gravity hold the solar system, galaxy, and universe together? 

KEY STANDARDS 
NGSS MS-ESS1-1 Develop and use a model to describe the role of gravity in the motions within galaxies 
and the solar system

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
Kepler’s Laws of Orbital Motion (animation)    s.si.edu/2EKuEuE
PhET Gravity Force Lab    bit.ly/2ooRD3d        
Google Expedition    Astronomy
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TIME 
Two 45-minute class periods
MATERIALS 
VR consoles, Google Expedition Solar 
System, copies of the Astronomer’s Journal 
activity sheet, a smooth pillowcase or 
sheet, eight marbles, a larger weight or ball 
(approximately 10 times the weight of one 
marble), a computer with access to PhET 
Simulations: Gravity and Orbits

STEP INTO Astronomy



STEP INTO Astronomy

Why do planets and other objects in our  
solar system orbit the sun? Partner up with  
a student in your group and take turns 
watching the Google Expedition Solar System 
to find out. Be sure to investigate the  
following sections of the Google Expedition: 

®  What Is the Solar System?
®  Solar Formation Part 1
®  Solar Formation Part 2
®  Solar System Orbits
®  Asteroid Belt, Kuiper Belt, and Oort Cloud

Armed with the knowledge from your Expedition, develop a hypothesis to answer the question: What keeps  
planets and other celestial objects from falling into the sun? Research facts and do sketches to aid you in formulating 
your hypothesis. 

Imagine you are on a starship deep within interstellar space. As you approach our 
solar system from tens of billions of miles away, you see the bright glow of the 
sun. Eventually, you detect Earth as a faint pinpoint of light. If you observe for long 
enough, you will notice that Earth follows a wide path around the sun. You also see, 
at various distances from the sun, seven other objects of various sizes. 

S O U RC E: ScienceFlix, Solar System

ASTRONOMER’S JOURNAL

INTERESTING FACTS

MY HYPOTHESIS

MY SKETCHES 
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